Topics:

ENGLISH LANGUAGE:
Unit 12 – The flying House
Unit 13 – Hurricane Harry – A Newspaper Report
Synonyms, Direct Speech, Letter Writing, Story writing.

ENGLISH LITERATURE:
Read until chapter 16 of the Novel.
Completed Questions/Answers, True False, Reference to Context and True /False of the above mentioned Chapters.

MATHEMATICS:
Word Problems on Time
Area / Perimeter of Squares / Rectangles

SCIENCE:
Beyond the Earth
Planet Earth (Started)
Questions / Answers, Fill in the blanks

SOCIAL STUDIES:
Soil and Agriculture
Questions/Answers, True False

ISLAMIAT:
Haya: The Pearls of Beauty.

Activities / Events:

ENGLISH LITERATURE:
How chocolate is made , a video clipping to be shown.

MATHEMATICS:
Area/Perimeter of a square game
( I have – You have)

SCIENCE:
Activity about rotation and revolution.
Layers of sun.

Activity about shadow
PowerPoint on Soil Erosion.

Birthday of the Month

IV – North
Myshaa

IV – South
Zainab Sawani
Emaan Moosa
Maham Farooqui
Ahmed Sakrani

IV – East
Amarah Bilal

EXTRA
The Grade IV’s presented a Mushaira and a presentation on the 7 Habits of Happy Kids for the mini drama morning. The show was greatly appreciated by the parents. We are so proud of our Grade IV students . Well done!